The Permanent Mission of Peru to the United Nations presents its compliments to the Treaty Section of the Office of Legal Affairs, United Nations Secretariat, and, in accordance with article 4 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, bearing in mind what is stated in note verbale LA 41 TR/2017/IV-4/Peru/1, dated 1 March 2017, has the honour to report the following:

- On 27 March 2021, Supreme Decree No. 058-2021-PCM was issued, extending for a period of thirty (30) calendar days, from [Thursday] 1 April 2021 to 30 April 2021, the state of national emergency declared through Supreme Decree No. 184-2020-PCM, extended through Supreme Decrees No. 201-2020-PCM, No. 008-2021-PCM and No. 036-2021-PCM, due to the serious circumstances affecting people’s lives as a result of COVID-19.

- During the extension of the state of national emergency, the rights relating to liberty and security of person, inviolability of the home and freedom of assembly and movement in the territory, included in articles 9, 17, 21 and 12 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, remain suspended.

- The National Police of Peru and the Armed Forces shall ensure the strict compliance with the provisions issued within the framework of the state of national emergency, in accordance with regulations in force.

- The state of emergency has been extended to enable the continued application of the exceptional measures to protect the life and health of the population efficiently, by reducing the possibility of an increase in the number of persons affected by COVID-19.

________

1 The text of Supreme Decree No. 058-2021-PCM of the Republic of Peru attached to the notification is on file with the Secretary-General and is available for consultation.
The Permanent Mission of Peru to the United Nations takes this opportunity to convey to the Treaty Section of the Office of Legal Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat the renewed assurances of its highest consideration.

New York, 1 April 2021

***
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